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How the Nuclear Age Came Into 
Being.



• “Despite nine centuries of gunpowder—beginning when Chinese miners 
discovered its central element, potassium nitrate, around the year 900—
weaponry had not really changed until Nobel’s discoveries boosted the 
bloody art of war from bullets and bayonets to long—range high explosives 
in less than twenty—four years, forever altering the way armies killed one 
another.” Donovan Webster, Aftermath: The Remnants of War (New York: Vintage Books, 1996), 4.

• “Fifty years after his death, when the searing breath of nuclear weapons was 
first unleashed at Trinity Site, New Mexico, in 1945, even those roots were 
in Nobel: the atomic chain reaction blast took its model from the two—stage 
explosion first exhibited by a Nobel’s Igniter in 1862.” Ibid., 8.

• “The chain of technology Nobel initiated has led to more than 100 million 
deaths by war since he died, making this—by hundreds of times—the 
bloodiest century in the history of the world.” Ibid., 8-9.

• Alfred Nobel, sometimes referred to as the “Merchant of Death”, a Swedish 
chemist who invented dynamite, blasting caps, smokeless gunpowder, and 
blasting gelatin,died alone on December 10, 1896.

• Following his death, his estate established an award to be given in his 
honor, in an attempt to clear his name for science, literature, and peace; 
Nobel Prizes.



• Ernest Rutherford, in 1919, was the first to take several nitrogen atoms, and 
through a process known as transmutation ,create oxygen molecules. It was 
discovered that atoms were a form of solar system with electrons, or 
negative particles, and a nucleus positive charge.

• In 1932, James Chadwick, noticed that there was a neutral component 
known as a neutron. 

• Also in 1932, J.D. Cockroft and E.T.S. Walton were the first to split an atom.
• At the University of California, Berkeley, Ernest O. Lawrence, M. Stanley 

Livingston, and Milton White operated the first successful cyclotron.
• Questions for you: Why was the discovery of the neutron so important and 

how does it deal with atomic weights?
• What does splitting an atom mean, and what is a cyclotron?
• In Germany in 1938, Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann split uranium, which 

then yielded barium, a completely different element. 
• They communicated this to a former colleague working with Niels Bohr in 

Denmark. Atomic archive, the first pile and manhattan project. www.atomicarchive.com

• As a result of Adolf Hitler’s extermination efforts, some of the best scientists 
were forced out, leading to the United States gain. Weapons Races: The Race for the Nuclear 
Bomb, DVD, produced for the military channel by Phillip Nugus(2006, Nugus—Martin Productions Ltd.).

http://www.atomicarchive.com/


• On August 2, 1939, Albert Einstein, with the help of Leo Szilard, wrote a 
letter to President Franklin Delano Roosevelt about why the United States 
should pursue nuclearization. In the letter, Einstein urged that we could 
harness the power for both peaceful, but also destructive, capabilities. He 
also warned the President that at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute there had 
been experiments conducted mirroring ours.

• President Roosevelt authorized our involvement into the nuclear age by 
giving the utmost secrecy and unlimited budget in creating the Manhattan 
Project. Atomic archive.

• Key people:
• Albert Einstein: Theory of relativity, urged FDR to pursue bomb before 

Germany did.
• Leo Szilard and Enrico Fermi: worked together to form the first atomic pile 

or nuclear reactor underneath the University of Chicago football stadium on 
December 2, 1942.

• Edward Teller: Once part of the Manhattan Project, was better known for 
his involvement after the Soviet Union detonated their own bomb, pushed 
for the development of the Hydrogen bomb.

• J. Robert Oppenheimer: Founding father of American theoretical physics, 
leader of the Manhattan Project, developed the Trinity Bomb, and later on 
would push to stop the development of nuclear weapons. Atomic archive.



July 16, 1945, the first ever atomic weapon was detonated with a yield of 
19 kilotons. Trinity was born on the sands of New Mexico near Los 
Alamos. Atomic archive Trinity test photo.

While at the Potsdam Conference, President Harry Truman notified 
Prime Minister Winston Churchill, and Soviet Premier Joseph Stalin of 
the successful test of the atomic weapon. President Truman was 
surprised that Stalin did not react; little known fact was that the Soviet 
Union was developing their own bomb. Weapons Races.



Little Boy: Hiroshima Fat Man: Nagasaki



• On the way home from the Potsdam Conference, President Truman who 
had urged Japanese unconditional surrender, ordered the bombs to be 
dropped.

• At the recommendation of his advisors, the bombs would save up to a 
million American soldiers’ lives. 

• With the new weapons, military advisors, as well as Secretary Stimson, 
selected Hiroshima and Nagasaki for targets since it would hurt Japan’s war 
effort and they were “virgin targets.” www.enolagay509th.com.

• Prior to the bomb being dropped, a petition was sent from the University of 
Chicago to Oak Ridge, where 46% of the scientists urged its use as a 
surrender ploy only. Oppenheimer stopped the petition while General 
Groves manipulated the number to 87%.

• At 08:15 local time on August 6, 1945; “Little Boy” was dropped from the 
Enola Gay; life as we know it changed. A 20 kiloton blast hit the city of 
Hiroshima; detonation was only 1900 feet above ground and temperatures 
that reached over 1,000,000,000 degrees Celsius. This was a uranium gun--
type bomb.

• 80,000 to 140,000 were killed immediately with another 100,000 injured.
• Besides total annihilation of the city and fall-out, decades of radiation 

poisoning would wreak havoc on the population. Atomic archive.



• At 11:02 on August 9, 1945, Bock’s Car delivered another device “Fat Man”, 
a plutonium implosion device on Nagasaki.

• 74,000 were killed instantly, another 75,000 were severely injured, out of a 
population of 286,000.

• Yield, 22 kilotons. Atomic Archive.

• On September 2, 1945, the United States accepted Japanese surrender on 
the decks of the USS Missouri. http://www.cfo.doe.gov/me70/manhattan/surrender.htm. US Dept. of Energy

• As a result of the bombs, many would suggest using the weapons against the 
Soviet Union, Korea, and China as a device to wield American Foreign 
Policy. Also discussed at this time was the potential use of weapons for 
tactical purposes, such as conventional weapons tipped with nuclear 
material. 

• On August 29, 1949, the nuclear age hit a new milestone. The Soviet Union 
now had the bomb. Yield: 22 kilotons.

• The race for the hydrogen bomb was now underway.

http://www.cfo.doe.gov/me70/manhattan/surrender.htm


• African Americans’ served in the United States military. Although still 
treated differently, a group of airmen known as the Tuskegee Airmen flew 
planes during the war. They had they same training and responsibility as 
white officers and enlistees did. www.tuskegeeairmen.org.

• Women played professional baseball since the Major League Baseball lost 
men to the war effort. These women played from 1943-1954. It was called 
the All—American Girls Professional Baseball League. Documented in a 
movie “A League of Their Own.” www.aagpbl.org.

• Women worked in the factories to produce weapons of war…Rosie the 
Riveter.

• After the war and use of bombs, the word atomic was used in describing 
jobs, companies, candy, and drinks like the Atomic Cocktail.

• Another little known fact the word or phrase “bombshell,” used to describe 
a pretty woman was created from the Atomic Age.

• Good movie for the time period, “On the Beach.”

http://www.tuskegeeairmen.org/
http://www.aagpbl.org/


• Contributing sources:
• Atomicarchive.com.
• Aagpbl.org.
• Tuskegeeairmen.org
• Weapons Races: The Race for the Nuclear Bomb.
• Enolagay509th.org.
• U.S. Department of Energy.
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